
Setting up

Position children in front of a dry wipe board (perfect as you 
can rub out), smart board or large piece of paper (flip chart is 
best ideally if there is no board). Sitting on the carpet works 
well for this activity.

Before starting to draw, sit with children as a group and spend 
time discussing what faces look like. Make a checklist of the 
‘things that you find on a face’- eyes, eyebrows, eyelashes, 
eyelids, eyeballs, nose, nostrils, lips, teeth, ears etc.

You can now start to draw on the board or paper (your picture 
does not need to be perfect but must record all features!). Ask 
pupils to look at their friends’ faces or feel their own faces at 
each stage.  

Drawing Self Portraits
10 steps to help pupils

Firstly, remember that these are guidelines only. 
It is important to emphasise to children that a 
painted or drawn portrait is often very different 
from a photographic portrait, and that if you wanted 
photographic quality pictures you would have taken 
actual photographs! 
Drawings and representations by the pupils are 
far more interesting. 

Portraits can take the form of all sorts of styles and 
it’s not always important for drawings to look ‘realistic’ 
but it is important to try and capture something about 
the person. Every face is very different and different 
people have very different features such as eye 
shapes, nose sizes, mouth length etc.

These basic tips will help children to understand the 
basic proportions of a face, and using this method 
can make the task less daunting. 
Finally, it is really important to emphasise that 
children must draw what they CAN see and not what 
they think they can see! 

 1) Drawing the face shape

Even though we all have slightly different shaped faces we can still agree on a basic 
face shape, of an oval (or an upside down egg).
 

Look at your friends’ 

faces. Is it square? 

A circle? 

Draw the face shape for pupils.

We have provided simple 
questions to ask your class 
which can be used to help 

the students understand the 
shapes and placement of 

their features. 



Draw these in, rubbing out the top and 
bottom of the iris. 

Ask the children to look very closely at 
each other’s eyelashes and eyebrows.

They will see that they are made of 
lots of very fine hairs. Encourage the 
children to draw the eyebrows as lots 
of small hairs rather than one line and 
that often, eyelashes are practically 
invisible!

3). Adding the detail

2) Positioning the eyes
It is worth noting that you can generally 
fit 5 eyes across the face, with one right 
in the centre and then 2 either side of it, 
it will be eye number 2 and 4 that are in 
the right place!

It is important to 
draw the eyes 
about half way 
down on the 
face shape. It 
might look too 
low, but once 
hair is added, 
the proportions 
will look more 
‘realistic’.

What shape are the eyes? 

Almond; lemon; squashed oval

What is the coloured circle 

called in the middle of the eye? 

(Iris)

What is the black circle called? 

(Pupil)

Draw the eye shape only on to the face.

With the class, discuss the shape of the 
eyes, by looking closely at each other’s 
eyes. 

Start by drawing the iris and pupil in two 
concentric circles. 
Ask the class whether they can actually 
see the whole outer circle. 
Draw their attention to eyelids and the 
bottom rim of the eye. 



4) Drawing the nose

Ask pupils to feel their own noses, 
starting at the tip of their nose and then 
feeling all the way to the top where the 
nose ends. 

Where does it end? 
The nose ends right between the eyes, 
not half way down the face. 

Although the length of the nose does vary 
from person to person, generally the nose 
will reach half way between the space 
between the eyes and the chin. 
Ask pupils to feel the bottom of their 
noses. 

What are the holes in 

the nose called?

What shape are 

the nostrils?

Draw the nose on to 
the face adding the 
nostrils.

5) Drawing the mouth

Ask pupils to feel their own mouths and to 
consider what makes up a mouth. 

When drawing a mouth we should draw 
the 2 parts (the top lip and the bottom lip). 
It is much simpler to draw a closed 
mouth, as teeth and tongues can prove 
really tricky. 

Think about the tongue 

and teeth.

How much (if at all) of 

them can you actually 

see?

Draw the mouth as 
closed lips on to the 
drawing. 
The mouth should 
come half way 
between the end of 
the nose and the 
chin. 



6) Adding the ears

Ask pupils to feel the tops of the ears and the bottom of 
their ears and to draw an imaginary line with their fingers 
from the tops of the ears across to the eyes.

7) Drawing the neck and shoulders

Ask pupils to feel the start of their neck (just under the ears).

Encourage children to feel where their own necks begin and to make the necks on 
their portraits quite wide, starting just below the ears. 

Shoulders are also a lot wider then we think. 

What are the bottoms 

of the ears called? 

(Lobes)

Can you feel how the 

tops of the ears are at 

the same height as the 

eyes? 

On some people with slightly 
longer ears, the bottom of the 
ears may reach the mouth, 
but generally they reach 
between the bottom of the 
nose and the top of the lips.

What about the shape of the 

ears? 

Can we see the whole ear 

when we are looking at 

someone straight on? 

Where do the 

bottoms of your ears 

meet? 

Draw the ears on to the face.

As a general rule we can fit 3 
heads across the top of a person 

from shoulder to shoulder. 

The shoulders should be wide 

enough to carry these 3 heads! 



8) Add the hair

The hair should come right the way down the head 
and pupils should look carefully at the hairstyle. 

Even if long hair is tied back, you can still see 
where the hair is growing.  

The work on this page was created by children from Christopher Hatton Primary School and Menorah Foundation School, London. 

9) Finally pupils are ready to create 
their own portraits! 

Each pupil should have a mirror, a large 
piece of A3 paper and a 2B pencil.

Begin by talking through each of the main 
stages with pupils as they draw. 

10) Finding solutions

Remember to encourage pupils to find the 
solutions to their problems in their work 
by looking at your face or their own face 
in the mirror. 


